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a b s t r a c t 
Neural oscillations constitute an intrinsic property of functional brain organization that facilitates the tracking of 
linguistic units at multiple time scales through brain-to-stimulus alignment. This ubiquitous neural principle has 
been shown to facilitate speech segmentation and word learning based on statistical regularities. However, there is 
no common agreement yet on whether speech segmentation is mediated by a transition of neural synchronization 
from syllable to word rate, or whether the two time scales are concurrently tracked. Furthermore, it is currently 
unknown whether syllable transition probability contributes to speech segmentation when lexical stress cues can 
be directly used to extract word forms. Using Inter-Trial Coherence (ITC) analyses in combinations with Event- 
Related Potentials (ERPs), we showed that speech segmentation based on both statistical regularities and lexical 
stress cues was accompanied by concurrent neural synchronization to syllables and words. In particular, ITC at 
the word rate was generally higher in structured compared to random sequences, and this effect was particularly 
pronounced in the flat condition. Furthermore, ITC at the syllable rate dynamically increased across the blocks 
of the flat condition, whereas a similar modulation was not observed in the stressed condition. Notably, in the 
flat condition ITC at both time scales correlated with each other, and changes in neural synchronization were 
accompanied by a rapid reconfiguration of the P200 and N400 components with a close relationship between ITC 
and ERPs. These results highlight distinct computational principles governing neural synchronization to pertinent 






























Speech is a hierarchically organized acoustic signal composed of lin-
uistic units at different time scales, such as phonemes, syllables and
ords ( Ding et al., 2016 ). However, unlike literary language, speech
onstitutes a continuous signal without reliable gaps between single
ords ( Lehiste, 1960 ). Hence, one of the main challenges of learning
ew words is to segment speech, recognize word boundaries and extract
ord forms, especially when no lexicon is available for word recognition
 Assaneoet al., 2019 ; Batterink and Paller, 2019 ; Kuhl, 2004 ; Rodriguez-
ornells et al., 2009 ). Currently, at least two processes have been
roposed to facilitate speech segmentation, namely statistical learn-∗ Corresponding authors. 
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ng and prosodic bootstrapping ( Brent, 1999 ; Christophe et al., 1994 ;
usczyk et al., 1999 ; Mattys and Jusczyk, 2001 ; Saffran et al., 1996b ).
tatistical learning refers to the ability to extract statistical regularities
rom the speech signal, and relies on the fact that transitional proba-
ilities between adjacent syllables are higher within words than at the
ord boundaries ( Saffran et al., 1996a , 1996b ). Otherwise, prosodic
ootstrapping consists of using prosodic cues like rhythm, intonation
nd lexical stress to infer speech structure and to detect word bound-
ries ( Cutler and Norris, 1988 ; Jusczyk et al., 1999 ; Myers et al., 2019 ;
orris et al., 2000 ). Previous behavioral studies have demonstrated
hat both statistical learning ( Mattys et al., 2005 ) and prosodic cues
 Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001 ; Thiessen and Saffran, 2003 ) can be used
o segment speech and extract word forms from continuous acoustic sig-
als. Furthermore, it is noteworthy to mention that EEG ( Batterink andil 2021 
ticle under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 

































































































































aller, 2017 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ) and MRI ( Cunillera et al.,
009 ; Lopez-Barroso et al., 2013 ) studies on speech segmentation have
onvincingly shown that statistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping
artially rely on distinct neural mechanisms. In fact, statistical learn-
ng is reflected by an N400-like event-related potential (ERP) with main
enerators in the posterior supratemporal plane and the ventral pre-
otor cortex ( Cunillera et al., 2009 ), whereas speech segmentation
hrough pitch-based stress differences between syllables (prosodic boot-
trapping) has been associated with the P200 ERP component which
ould be localized in the auditory cortex ( Cunillera et al., 2006 ). 
The similarity between speech and neural oscillations is that both
ignals fluctuate in a rhythmic fashion over time ( Giraud and Poep-
el, 2012 ). Drawing on this compliance, it has been proposed that the
emporal alignment of neural oscillations with the speech signal at mul-
iple time scales constitutes a fundamental principle governing linguis-
ic structure building, speech segmentation and word form recognition
 Ding et al., 2016 ; Ghitza, 2011 ; Meyer et al., 2017 ; Panzeri et al., 2010 ).
n this context, it is important to emphasize that low-frequency oscil-
ations in the delta and theta frequency range have repeatedly been
hown to be crucial for tracking syllables and words ( Ding et al., 2016 ;
lmer et al., 2018 ; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012 ). On this background,
uiatti and colleagues ( Buiatti et al., 2009 ) used a frequency-tagging ap-
roach and computed Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) to quantify mean
eural synchronization to syllable and word rates while participants
ere exposed to either structured or random streams of flat speech.
FT analyses across multiple trials revealed neural synchronization to
he word rate in the structured condition that positively correlated with
he percentage of correctly recognized words. However, neural synchro-
ization at the syllabic rate was only discernible in the random condi-
ion, suggesting that during word learning adjacent syllables are bound
ogether to recognize single word units. In a more recent EEG study, Bat-
erink and colleagues ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ) compared Inter-Trial
oherence (ITC) ratio of word rate to syllable rate between structured
nd random sequences of flat speech. Results showed that in structured
treams ITC ratio was generally higher and increased across blocks. Fur-
hermore, this effect was mainly driven by a linear increase in ITC at the
ord rate, and accompanied by a decrease in ITC at the syllable rate as
 function of exposure. However, surprisingly, in both conditions ITC
atio predicted task performance. 
As mentioned above, both ERP and ITC metrics can be used as suit-
ble markers for speech segmentation based on transitional probabili-
ies between adjacent syllables or prosodic cues. Increased frontocen-
ral ERP negativities in the time range of 350–550 ms (here referred as
400 component) are thought to reflect the building up of lexical rep-
esentations or the extraction of word forms as a function of learning
 Cunillera et al., 2006 ; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2009 ). In contrast, fron-
ocentral distributions of the P200 ERP component have been observed
hen multiple cues (prosodic and statistical information) are used in
ombination for the isolation of new words during speech segmentation
 Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ; De Diego Balaguer et al., 2007 ). The P200
omponent has been associated with neural sources in primary and sec-
ndary auditory regions ( Bosnyak et al., 2004 ; Liegeois-Chauvel et al.,
994 ; Picton et al., 1999 ; Scherg and Von Cramon, 1986 ), and is par-
icularly sensitive to changes in the acoustic environment that predict
nd facilitate learning ( Shahin et al., 2003a ; Tremblay et al., 2014 ).
urthermore, previous studies have shown increased amplitudes of the
200 component in response to salient stimuli that triggered the se-
ection of relevant information, highlighting the relationship between
200 modulations and attention during learning ( Fritz et al., 2007 ;
uck and Hillyard, 1994 ; Rentzsch et al., 2008 ). Such a relationship be-
ween attention and word learning was initially proposed by Gleitman
 Wanner ( Gleitman and Wanner, 1982 ) who considered that infants
ight exploit certain perceptual or attentional cues allowing them to
xtract salient elements from acoustic language streams. Importantly,
iven that P200 modulations in response to prosodic cues are reduced
r disappear when learning is not possible ( de Diego-Balaguer et al.,2 015 ), increased P200 amplitudes during speech segmentation tasks are
hought to reflect the detection of relevant prosodic cues that might di-
ect attention toward word boundaries and facilitate the extraction of
ord forms ( de Diego-Balaguer et al., 2015 ; De Diego Balaguer et al.,
007 ; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2009 ). Finally, ITC measures are sensi-
ive indices to quantify the degree of phase synchronization of neural
scillations. Based on the concept of neural entrainment ( Obleser and
ayser, 2019b ), one might infer that neural oscillations align with rhyth-
ic fluctuations in the auditory environment. Accordingly, an increase
n ITC at the syllable and word rates is thought to reflect the tracking of
egular exogenous stimulus attributes or the attentive selection of task-
elevant information ( Obleser and Kayser, 2019b ). 
Several previous EEG studies on speech segmentation focused
n statistical learning and evaluated neural synchronization across
pochs consisting of multiple word units ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ;
uiatti et al., 2009 ). Although these studies validated the suitability of
requency-tagging approaches to tackle the neural principles underly-
ng speech segmentation and word learning, some fundamental ques-
ions have not yet been systematically addressed and clarified. In fact,
t is currently unknown (1) whether neural synchronization to sylla-
les and words likewise operates if additional prosodic cues can be
sed to segment speech and extract word forms ( Meyer et al., 2017 ).
here is also no common agreement on (2) whether speech segmen-
ation and word form recognition are generally mediated by a neural
ransition from syllabic rate to word rate, or whether the two time scales
re concurrently tracked ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ; Giraud and Poep-
el, 2012 ; Henin et al., 2019 ). Furthermore, (3) notwithstanding that
RP studies have shown that P200 and N400 responses constitute valid
ndices of statistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping ( Batterink and
aller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ; De Diego Balaguer et al.,
007 ), it is unclear whether these two ERP components share a com-
on neural basis with neural synchronization to the syllable and word
ates. In this context, it is noteworthy to mention that the relationship
etween EEG signals averaged in the time domain and neural oscilla-
ions is not easy to establish. On the one hand, both measures could
n principle reflect the same underlying process, especially regarding
ingle-trial evoked neural activity and phase-alignment of endogenous
scillations. On the other hand, a substantial portion of oscillatory com-
onents could also reflect non-phased locked activity that contains infor-
ation which is lost in the computation of canonical ERPs ( Sauseng and
limesch, 2008 ). Since the paradigms normally used for statistical learn-
ng have a rhythmic structure, single-trial evoked activity could indeed
nduce an apparent increase in certain frequency bands that match the
xpected rhythm frequencies. To address the open questions mentioned
bove, we used EEG and evaluated ITC at the syllable and word rates
n structured and random sequences of flat and stressed speech. In ad-
ition, we evaluated ERPs in time windows overlapping with the P200
nd N400 components ( Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ), and assessed the
unctional compliance between these two ERP manifestations and ITC
etrics. 
. Materials and methods 
.1. Participants 
Thirty students of the University of Barcelona took part in the
at speech condition (age range = 19–44 years, mean age = 23.69,
D = 5.68, 17 females), and 23 of them were re-invited to perform
he stressed condition (age range = 19–38 years, mean age = 23.18,
D = 4.58, 15 females). All participants were right-handed native
panish-Catalan speakers with normal hearing and no neurological im-
airments. The experiment was approved by the local ethical committee
f the University of Barcelona, and the participants were paid for their
articipation. All participants provided written informed consent to take
art in the study. 


































































Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental design and theoretical 










































s  .2. Materials and procedure 
The experimental design was the same as the one previously used
y Cunillera and colleagues ( Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ). Therefore,
n the following paragraphs we literally reiterate the description of the
timulus material used in the previous study. “Five words streams (lan-
uages) were created for the stressed and flat conditions. The word
treams had the same structure as the ones used by Saffran and col-
eagues. ( Saffran et al., 1996a ). In particular, each stream consisted
f 4 different trisyllabic nonsense words (pseudowords, word dura-
ion = 696 ms, syllable duration = 232 ms) and each word was repeated
92 times, resulting in a total of 3840 items per condition (5 languages
 4 words/non-words x 192 repetitions). The words were concatenated
o form a text stream and transformed into an acoustic stream using the
peech synthesizer MBROLA which relies on concatenation of diphones
 Dutoit et al., 1996 ). The streams did not contain acoustic pauses be-
ween single items. Afterwards, the Cooledit software was used to equate
he length of the different streams with millisecond precision, resulting
n a duration of 8 min 54 s and 528 ms for each stream. Since only 59
yllables could be used for the construction of the five streams, one syl-
able was repeated in 2 streams. In all streams, the transitional probabil-
ty across syllables forming a word was 1.0, whereas syllables spanning
ord boundaries had a transitional probability of 0.33. The same pool
f syllables was used for the construction of the languages in both the
tressed and flat conditions, however, the syllables were concatenated
n a different order. The resulting word streams of the flat condition did
ot contain pauses or other acoustic cues indicating word onset. In con-
rast, in the stressed condition, the pitch of the first syllable of each word
as increased by 20 Hz to create an artificial stress at the beginning of
ach possible word ( Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001 ). To use a prosodic cue
hat does not operate in the native languages of the participants (Cata-
an / Spanish) bears the advantage of simulating the extraction of word
orms from continuous speech and the learning of new words in a for-
ign language. Furthermore, pitch manipulation of the first instead of
he last syllable enables to capture the neural indices of prosodic boot-
trapping (P200 component and ITCs) within the same word contain-
ng the acoustic manipulation. Although stressed syllables are normally
haracterized by an increase in length, we maintained the duration of
yllables within a word constant (syllable duration = 232 ms) in order
o avoid segmentation based on syllable lengths rather than pitch. The
act that all syllables across streams were matched in length enables a
irect comparison between the conditions. 
As a control condition, 10 different streams (five for each condi-
ion) were created using the same syllables presented in each structured
tream. However, the syllables were concatenated in random order and
ach syllable in the streams could be followed by any of the other eleven
yllables composing the streams, resulting in a transitional probability
cross syllables of 0.09. Such a low transitional probability should cre-
te a condition where the extraction of words is not possible. In the flat
ondition, the random streams did not contain acoustic information. In
ontrast, in the stressed condition, the first syllable of each triplet was
tressed regardless of which syllable felled in the stressed positions. All
timuli were presented via headphones at a comfortable volume. During
he presentation of the auditory streams and the collection of EEG data,
 fixation cross was presented at the center of a black screen to help
articipants to fix their gaze and minimize eye movements. 
After the exposure to each stream, a two Alternative Forced-Choice
2AFC) behavioral test was administered to determine whether the par-
icipants were able to identify the words previously heard. EEG data
ere not recorded during this phase. The test comprised eight pairs of
andomly presented auditory test items (i.e., a word and a part-word).
art-words were constructed by the concatenation of the third syllable
f a word and the first two syllables of another word (3–1–2 part-words;
.g., rutaba, dapiru, bopiru, litoku), or the last two syllables of a word
nd the first syllable of another word (2–3–1 part-words; e.g., tabago,
olito, kudagu, kibopi). Thus, for each stream, the test comprised 8 part-3 ords randomly selected from a pool of 24 possible part-words. While
art-words were not repeated during the test in a particular stream, each
ord was repeated twice but paired with different part-words. For the
andom streams, the test items were composed of 16 different trisyllabic
roupings. After the presentation of each test pairing, participants had
o press a response button and to indicate whether it was the first or
he second word in the pair that belonged to the stream they just heard.
fter the two items were presented, a fixation cross was displayed on
he screen and the next test pair was presented after response selection.
he order of presentation of words and part-words in the test pairs was
alanced, and brief rest periods were allowed after each stream. Fur-
hermore, in all test items pitch modulations were removed to match
ords and part-words. 
.3. EEG data acquisition, pre-processing and ERP analyses 
The scalp EEG was recorded from 29 electrodes located at stan-
ard positions using Electro-Cap (International). Vertical eye move-
ents were monitored with an electrode at the infraorbital ridge of the
ight eye, and electrode impedances were kept below 3 k Ω. The elec-
rophysiological signal was filtered on-line with a bandpass of 0.01–
0 Hz (half-amplitude cutoffs) and digitized at a rate of 250 Hz. All pre-
rocessing steps were performed with the Brain Vision Analyzer soft-
are package (version 2.01; Brain Products). In particular, the EEG sig-
al was re-referenced off-line to the mean of the activity at the two mas-
oid electrodes, data were filtered with a low-pass filter of 30 Hz (includ-
ng a Notch filter of 50 Hz), and artifacts (eye movements and blinks)
ere corrected using an independent component analysis ( Jung et al.,
000 ). Furthermore, an automatic raw data inspection was used to re-
ove remaining artefacts if a voltage gradient criterion of 50 𝜇V/ms or
n amplitude criterion of ± 100 𝜇V (200 ms before and after the event)
as exceeded. Afterwards, each block of the different “languages ” was
egmented into single epochs of 796 ms (i.e., this epoch covers the entire
uration of each word plus a 100 ms baseline), and baseline correction
as performed in the time range from − 100 to 0 ms. The length of the
aseline was selected in accordance with the procedure normally used at
ur laboratories. The single epochs were subjected to two different types
f analyses where we evaluated ERPs and ITCs. ERP analyses focused on
wo specific components that have previously been shown to be sensi-
ive to speech segmentation based on statistical learning and prosodic
ootstrapping, namely the P200 and N400 waveforms ( Batterink and
aller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ). For the ERP analyses,
he single baseline-corrected epochs were averaged separately for the
tructured and random sequences of flat and stressed speech and for
























































Fig. 2. Topographic distribution (eLORETA software) of mean ITC values at the 

































w  he four blocks. Afterwards, based on the fact that the P200 and N400
omponents elicited maximal voltage strength at central and anterior
lectrodes, and for reasons of comparability between ERP and ITC val-
es, we averaged N200 and N400 responses across 6 channels, namely
3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz and C4. Finally, in accordance with previous studies
sing exactly the same paradigm and stimuli, mean amplitudes were ex-
racted in two time windows overlapping with the P200 (170–250 ms)
nd N400 (350–550 ms) components ( Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ). Oth-
rwise, for ITC analyses with homemade scripts, the pre-stimulus period
as removed and the single baseline-corrected epochs were exported to
ATLAB. 
.4. ITC and wavelet analysis 
ITC across the whole frequency spectrum was computed for each
lectrode, structured and random sequences of flat and stressed speech
nd the four blocks using the following Morlet wavelet transform: 
𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑡 ( 𝑥 ) = 𝑒 
− 𝑥 2 
2 cos ( 5 𝑥 ) 
Before transferring the signal to the wavelet domain, we added zero-
adding of the same length as the single EEG segments (200 sample
oints) at the beginning as well as at the end of the single epochs to
ncrease resolution at low frequencies. All ITC analyses were computed
sing the command “cwt ” and homemade MATLAB scripts. Phase in-
ormation was extracted from the wavelet transfer function, and ITC
alues corresponding to the word (1.43 Hz) and syllable (4.31 Hz) rates
ere calculated by summation of phase angle ( van Diepen and Maza-
eri, 2018 ) of all epochs according to the following formulas: 
 𝑇 𝐶 
(
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𝑓 𝑠𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ,𝑡 
)
, 𝑓 𝑠𝑦𝑙 𝑙 𝑎𝑏𝑙 𝑒 = 4 . 31 𝐻 𝑧 
In these equations, N corresponds to the number of trials, whereas
𝑘 depicts the local phase angle of the signal. Since we were interested
n absolute phase-shifting, we computed the absolute value of ITC at
he word rate and at the syllabic rate. Furthermore, based on a previous
ork of Batterink and colleagues ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ), we cal-
ulated the ratio of ITC at the word rate to ITC at the syllable rate (word
earning index, WLI) as well as the ratio of ITC at the syllable rate to ITC
t the word rate (syllable learning index, SLI). Based on the fact that in
he structured sequences ITC at the word rate (1.43 Hz) and in the ran-
om sequences ITC at the syllabic rate (4.31 Hz) showed the strongest
alues at frontal and central electrodes ( Fig. 2 ), and in order to increase
ignal-to-noise ratio, ITC values, WLI and SLI were averaged across six
rontal and central electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz and C4) and subjected
o statistical analyses. A similar pooling procedure has previously been
sed by Batterink and colleagues ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ). 
.5. Statistical analyses 
All analyses were performed using parametric statistics implemented
n the IBM SPSS Statistics 22 software package (SPSS, an IBM company,
rmonk, New York, USA). Significant effects were further inspected
y means of post-hoc t-tests or ANOVAs (corrected for multiple com-
arisons using the Bonferroni procedure), whereas correlative analyses
ere computed according to Pearson’s r (corrected for multiple com-
arisons using the Bonferroni procedure). Based on the statistical re-
ults and the visualization of the means of the contrasts of interest, all
ost-hoc t-tests and correlations were computed in a one-tailed manner.
.5.1. Behavioral data 
In order to testify that the participants were able to segment speech
nd learn the words, we performed separate one-sample t-tests for the4 at and stressed conditions, and tested the percentage of correct re-
ponses against chance level (50%, the behavioral data of 3 participants
f the stressed condition are missing). Furthermore, we compared the
ercentage of correct responses between the flat and stressed condition
sing a t -test for dependent samples. 
.5.2. Event-related potential analyses 
In a first EEG analysis, we evaluated mean P200 and N400 ampli-
udes to provide comparability with previous studies showing the sensi-
ivity of the P200 component to prosodic bootstrapping and of the N400
omponent to statistical learning ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ;
unillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ; De Diego Balaguer et al., 2007 ). With this
urpose in mind, the ERP data were evaluated by means of separate 2 × 4
NOVAs (2 structured/random sequences x 4 blocks) for the P200 and
400 components and the flat and stressed conditions. 
.5.3. Main ITC analyses 
The ITC data where evaluated to test (1) whether general neural syn-
hronization to syllables and words is comparable in statistical learning
nd prosodic bootstrapping conditions and (2) whether there are dy-
amic changes in neural synchronization across the blocks. Given that
nly a part of the participants performed the stressed condition and miss-
ng values in an ANOVA will result in list-wise deletion of individuals,
he main ITC analyses were performed on a reduced sample of 23 partic-
pants who completed both the flat and stressed conditions. In particu-
ar, we computed separate 2 × 2 × 4 ANOVAs for ITC at the syllable and
ord rates, and directly compared the two conditions (flat and stressed),
he two sequences (structured and random) and the four blocks. 
.5.4. Complementary ITC and correlation analyses 
To exploit the full range of measured participants (flat condition
 = 30, stressed condition n = 23), we conducted further complementary
TC analyses. Furthermore, this larger sample of participants was used
or correlation analyses between ITC and ERP metrics. In a first analysis,
e tested (1) whether neural synchronization to pertinent speech units


























































































































t  ikewise operates in statistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping con-
itions. With this purpose in mind, we compared mean ITC (averaged
cross the four blocks) at the syllable rate, word rate, WLI and SLI be-
ween structured and random sequences of flat and stressed speech using
eparate univariate ANOVAs with the within-subject factor “sequences ”
structured and random). In a second analysis, we then focused on neu-
al dynamics as a function of exposure. Accordingly, we evaluated ITC
t the syllabic rate and ITC at the word rate across the four blocks, sep-
rately for the flat and stressed conditions as well as for structured and
andom sequences using univariate ANOVAs with the within-subject fac-
or “block ”. This additional analysis allowed us to test (2) whether in
at and stressed conditions speech segmentation is generally mediated
y a neural transition from syllable to word rate or whether the two
ime scales are concurrently tracked. In the case of neural transitions,
TC at the word rate should increase across the blocks, whereas ITC at
he syllable rate is expected to decrease. In contrast, if syllabic rate and
ord rate are concurrently tracked, one would expect a general linear
ncrease in ITC at both time scales over the blocks. 
Finally, we focused on possible relationships between ITC at the syl-
able rate and mean P200 amplitudes, ITC at the word rate and mean
400 amplitudes as well as on the possible relatedness between ITC
t the syllable and word rates. The rational for these correlation anal-
ses was based on the statistical results as well as on previous liter-
ture proposing that the N400 component and ITC at the word rate
an be used as suitable markers for statistical learning ( Batterink and
aller, 2017 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 ), the P200 component is sensitive to
rosodic bootstrapping ( Cunillera et al., 2009 ), and on the idea that per-
inent speech units are possibly concurrently tracked ( Ding et al., 2017 ;
iraud and Poeppel, 2012 ). 
. Results 
.1. Behavioral data 
To test whether the participants were able to learn the new words,
e performed separate one-sample t-tests against chance level (50%)
or the flat (mean hit rate = 68.33%, SD = 9.27) and stressed (mean hit
ate = 62.31%, SD = 11.64) conditions. The evaluation of the percentage
f correct responses yielded significance for both the flat (t (29) = 10.833,
 < .001) and stressed conditions (t (19) = 4.927, p < .001). Accord-
ngly, these behavioral results testify that the participants were able to
egment speech and learn the new words based on statistical learning
nd prosodic bootstrapping. Furthermore, a t -test for paired samples re-
ealed that the percentage of correct responses did not differ between
he flat and stressed conditions (t (26) = 1.695, p = .102). 
.2. Event-related potential analyses 
For the sake of completeness and to provide comparability with pre-
ious EEG studies showing that P200 and N400 responses faithfully
imic speech segmentation based on statistical regularities and prosodic
ues ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ), we
nalyzed mean amplitudes of these two ERPs ( Fig. 3 b and 3 d) in the time
indow of 170–250 (P200) and 350–550 (N400) ms. With this purpose
n mind, we computed separate 2 × 4 ANOVAs for the flat and stressed
onditions, and compared structured and random sequences across the
our blocks. Moreover, we computed correlation analyses using Pear-
on’s r to determine possible relationships between P200 and N400 man-
festations, ITC at the syllabic rate and ITC at the word rate. 
.2.1. P200 component 
The statistical analysis of the flat speech condition ( n = 30) by means
f a 2 × 4 ANOVA revealed a main effect of “block ” (F (3, 87) = 27.165, p <
001), whereas the main effect of “sequence ” (F (1,29) = 0.058, p = .811)
nd the “sequence x block ” interaction (F (3, 87) = 0.638, p = .593) did
ot reach significance. Post-hoc t-tests (one-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected5  value for 6 tests, p < .008) indicated an overall increase in mean P200
mplitudes across the four blocks, irrespective of sequence type ( Fig. 3 b
nd Table 1 ). 
The evaluation of the stressed condition ( n = 23) yielded main effects
f “sequence ” (F (1, 22) = 126.774, p < .001) and “block ” (F (3, 66) = 5.747,
 = .001). The “sequence x block ” interaction did not reach significance
F (3, 66) = 2.458, p = .071). As visible in Fig. 3 d, the main effect of “se-
uence ” was related to increased P200 amplitudes in structured com-
ared to the random streams of stressed speech. Furthermore, post-hoc
 -test (one-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected p value for 6 tests, p < .008) re-
ealed that the main effect of “block ” was associated with decreased
200 amplitudes from block 1 to block 3 and 4, regardless of sequence
 Fig. 3 d and Table 1 ). 
.2.2. N400 component 
The statistical analysis of the flat condition ( n = 30) yielded
ain effects of “sequence ” (F (1, 29) = 52.268, p < .001) and “block ”
F (3, 87) = 15.010, p < .001) as well as a significant quadratic “sequence
 block ” interaction (F (1, 29) = 4.594, p = .041). As visible in Fig. 3 b,
he quadratic interaction between “sequence ” and “block ” originated
rom a U-shaped devolution of the N400 component over time in struc-
ured sequences of flat speech, whereas the main effect of “sequence ”
as related to larger N400 responses in structured compared to ran-
om streams ( Fig. 3 b). Post-hoc t-tests (one-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected
 value for 6 tests, p < .008) computed to disentangle the “sequence x
lock ” interaction showed a significant reduction in N400 amplitudes
rom block 2 to 4 (t (29) = − 4.595, p < .001) and from block 3 to 4
t (29) = − 3.819, p < .001). Furthermore, post-hoc t-tests (one-tailed,
onferroni-corrected p value for 6 tests, p < .008) revealed that the
ain effect of “block ” originated from overall reduced N400 amplitudes
n block 4 compared to the first three blocks (block 1_4: t (29) = − 5.277,
 < .001; block 2_4: t (29) = − 5.493, p < .001; block 3_4: t (29) = − 5.664,
 < .001, Fig. 3 b), irrespective of sequence type. All other comparisons
id not reach significance ( Table 2 ). 
The analysis of the stressed condition ( n = 23) yielded a main effect
f “block ” (F (3, 66) = 3.543, p = .019), whereas the main effect of “se-
uence ” (F (1, 22) = 1.007, p = .326) and the “sequence x block ” interac-
ion (F (3, 66) = 1.313, p = .278) did not reach significance. According to
ost-hoc t-tests (one-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected p value for 6 tests, p <
008), the main effect of “block ” was associated with increased N400 re-
ponses in block 2 compared to block 1, regardless of sequences (block
_2: t (22) = 2.675, p = .007, Fig. 3 d). All others comparisons did not
each significance ( Table 2 ). 
.3. ITC analyses 
Fig. 4 shows the mean ITC values for the whole sample of partici-
ants, the two conditions (flat and stressed), the two sequences (struc-
ured and random) and the four blocks. From this Figure, one can see
he expected increase in ITC at the word rate in structured compared
o random sequences of flat and stressed speech. Furthermore, ITC val-
es at the syllable rate appear to be higher for random compared to
tructured sequences. 
.3.1. Main ITC analyses ( n = 23) 
To statistically evaluate the effects that are shown in Fig. 4 , we first
arried out an overall repeated measures ANOVA with a reduced sam-
le of participants ( n = 23) who performed both the flat and stressed
onditions. With this purpose in mind, we directly compared the two
onditions (flat and stressed), the two sequences (structured and ran-
om) and the four blocks by means of separate ANOVAs for ITC at the
ord rate and ITC at the syllable rate. The results of these analyses are
ummarized in Table 3 . 
.3.1.1. ITC at the word rate. The statistical analysis of ITC at the word
ate revealed a significant main effect of “sequence ” as well as “condi-
ion x sequence ” and “condition x block ” interaction effects ( Table 3 ). As
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Fig. 3. Grand average event-related potentials of the structured and random sequences of flat (b, n = 30) and stressed (d, n = 23) speech. In the flat condition (b) 
the red line depicts brain responses to structured sequences, whereas the orange line represents the random sequences. In the stressed condition (d) brain responses 
to structured sequences are shown in blue, whereas random sequences are represented in green. Figs. 3 a and 3 c show ITC differences at the syllabic rate and at the 





















b  isible from Fig. 5 a, the main effect of “sequence ” was associated with
ncreased ITC values at the word rate in structured compared to ran-
om sequences. However, the magnitude of this effect was lower in the
tressed compared to the flat condition, as revealed by the significant
condition x sequence ” interaction ( Fig. 5 b). In fact, separate univariate
ost-hoc ANOVAs for the two conditions (Bonferroni corrected p value
or 2 tests, p < .025) showed that the effect of “sequence ” (structured vs.
andom) was significant for the flat (F (1, 22) = 34.647, p < .001) but not
or the stressed condition (F (1, 22) = 2.321, p = .142). Finally, the sig-
ificant “condition x block ” interaction effect was further decomposed
y means of separate univariate ANOVAs for the flat and stressed con-6 itions (Bonferroni corrected p value for 2 tests, p < .025). According to
his procedure, the effect of “block ” was only significant in the flat con-
ition (flat: F (3, 66) = 6.756, p < .001; stressed: F (3, 66) = 0.535, p = .660).
dditional post-hoc t-tests for the flat condition (Bonferroni corrected p
alue for 6 tests, p < .008) revealed increased ITC at the word rate in
lock 3 ( M = 0.008) compared to block 1 ( M = 0.005, t (22) = − 4.787, p
 .001, Fig. 5 c). 
.3.1.2. ITC at the syllable rate. The analysis of ITC at the syllable rate
ielded main effects of “condition ” and “block ” as well as “condition x
lock ” and “sequence x block ” interaction effects ( Table 3 ). As shown in
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Table 1 
Post-hoc comparisons of the significant main effects of “block ” in the omnibus ANOVAs for P200 amplitudes. ∗ Depicts significance after correction for 
multiple comparisons. 
Condition Sequences Contrast Degrees of freedom t-value p-value 
Flat All sequences Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 − 2.570 0.008 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 − 6.055 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 6.829 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 3.261 0.0015 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 − 5.496 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 − 3.524 < 0.001 ∗ 
Stressed All sequences Block 1 vs. Block 2 22 1.688 0.053 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 22 3.666 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 22 2.821 0.005 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 22 2.442 0.011 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 22 1.501 0.074 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 22 − 0.434 0.334 
Table 2 
Post-hoc comparisons of the significant main effects of “block ” in the omnibus ANOVAs for N400 amplitudes. ∗ Depicts significance after correction for 
multiple comparisons. 
Condition Sequences Contrast Degrees of freedom t-value p-value 
Flat Structured Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 2.318 0.014 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 1.254 0.110 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 2.540 0.009 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 1.537 0.068 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 − 4.595 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 − 3.819 < 0.001 ∗ 
Flat All sequences Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 1.260 0.109 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 0.333 0.370 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 5.277 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 1.072 0.146 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 − 5.493 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 − 5.664 < 0.001 ∗ 
Stressed All sequences Block 1 vs. Block 2 22 2.675 0.007 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 22 2.512 0.010 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 22 1.736 0.048 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 22 − 0.555 0.292 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 22 − 1.296 0.104 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 22 − 0.690 0.249 
Fig. 4. a = mean ITC values in the flat con- 
dition ( n = 30) for structured (red) and ran- 
dom (orange) sequences. b = mean ITC values 
in the stressed condition ( n = 23) for structured 
(blue) and random (green) sequences. c = ITC 
values across the four blocks of the flat condi- 
tion ( n = 30) for structured (red) and random 
(orange) sequences. d = ITC values across the 
four blocks of the stressed condition ( n = 23) 
for structured (blue) and random (green) se- 
quences. 
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Table 3 
Overall repeated measures ANOVA results ( n = 23) for word rate and syllable rate with the factors “condition ” (flat and stressed), 
“sequence ” (structured and random) and “block ” (4 levels). ∗ Depicts significance. 
Factor df F-value p-value 
Word 
Rate 
Condition 1, 22 .289 0.596 
Sequence 1, 22 12.32 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 3, 66 1.028 0.386 
Condition x Sequence 1, 22 8.13 0.009 ∗ 
Condition x Block 3, 66 3.72 0.015 ∗ 
Sequence x Block 3, 66 1.611 0.195 
Condition x Sequence x Block 3, 66 1.699 0.176 
Syllable 
Rate 
Condition 1, 22 7.41 0.012 ∗ 
Sequence 1, 22 2.846 0.106 
Block 3, 66 11.12 < 0.001 ∗ 
Condition x Sequence 1, 22 .793 0.383 
Condition x Block 3, 66 8.60 < 0.001 ∗ 
Sequence x Block 3, 66 2.77 0.048 ∗ 
Condition x Sequence x Block 3, 66 1.714 0.173 
Fig. 5. Single-subject data ( n = 23) and violin plots with density distribution and mean ITC values corresponding to the word rate are shown separately for the main 



































fi  ig. 6 a, ITC values at the syllable rate were higher in the flat compared to
he stressed condition. The main effect of “block ” was further inspected
sing post-hoc t-tests (one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected p values for 6
ests, p < .008). This procedure revealed overall increased ITC values in
lock 2 (t (22) = − 4.104, p < .001), 3 (t (22) = − 5.544, p < .001) and 4
t (22) = − 4.223, p < .001) compared to block 1 ( Fig. 6 b), irrespective of
ondition and sequences. However, the main effect of “block ” was more
ronounced in the flat compared to the stressed condition, as revealed
y the “condition x block ” interaction effect ( Fig. 6 c). In fact, separate
nivariate post-hoc ANOVAs for the two conditions (Bonferroni cor-
ected p value for 2 tests, p < .025) yielded a significant effect of “block ”
or the flat (F (3, 66) = 12.656, p < .001) but not for the stressed condi-
ion (F (3, 66) = 0.633, p = .774). Additional post-hoc t-tests (one-tailed,
onferroni corrected p value for 6 tests, p < .008) revealed increased
TC values in block 2 (t (22) = − 5.394, p < .001), 3 (t (22) = − 5.657, p <
001) and 4 (t (22) = − 4.381, p < .001) compared to block 1 of the flat
ondition. Finally, post-hoc t-tests between the four blocks of structured
nd random sequences (one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected p value for 4
ests, p < .012) were used to disentangle the marginally significant “se-8 uence x block ” interaction. This strategy revealed increased ITC values
n block 3 of random compared to structured sequences (t (22) = − 2.705,
 = .006, Fig. 6 d). 
.4. Complementary ITC and correlation analyses 
To exploit the full range of measured participants (flat condition
 = 30, stressed condition n = 23), we conducted additional comple-
entary ITC analyses and assessed relationships between ERPs and ITC
etrics. The complementary ITC analyses aimed at re-evaluating (1)
verall differences in neural synchronization to pertinent speech units
etween structured and random sequences of flat and stressed speech
s well as (2) dynamic changes in neural synchronization at the syllable
nd word rates across the blocks. 
.4.1. General neural synchronization to pertinent speech units 
In line with previous work ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ), ITC
nalyses yielded clear maxima at the word and syllable rates ( Fig. 4 ). To
rst testify the overall neural synchronization to pertinent speech units,
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Fig. 6. Single-subject data ( n = 23) and violin plots with density distribution and mean ITC values corresponding to the syllable rate are shown separately for the 















































e performed separate univariate ANOVAs for the flat and stressed con-
itions with the within-subject factor “sequence ” (structured and ran-
om). In this context, we separately evaluated ITC at the word rate,
ord learning index (WLI), ITC at the syllabic rate and syllable learning
ndex (SLI, see methods). These analyses aimed at testing whether gen-
ral neural synchronization to syllables and words likewise operates in
tatistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping conditions. 
Analyses of the flat condition ( Fig. 7 ) revealed that ITC at the word
ate (F (1, 29) = 39.84, p < .001) and the WLI (F (1, 29) = 7.92, p = .009)
ere increased in structured compared to random sequences. In con-
rast, the SLI was higher in random compared to the structured se-
uences (F (1, 29) = 5.01, p = .033), whereas ITC analyses at the syllabic
ate did not reveal significant differences between structured and ran-
om streams (F (1, 29) = 3.43, p = .074). These results suggest that sta-
istical learning is mediated by neural synchronization to word units,
hereas word rate and syllabic rate are possibly concurrently tracked.
he latter assumption is consistent with the significant correlation we
evealed between ITC at the syllabic rate and ITC at the word rate
Pearson’s r, one-tailed, r = 0.315, p = .045, Fig. 8 a) in structured se-
uences of flat speech. Furthermore, based on the ITC and ERP results,
e correlated mean ITC at the word rate and the WLI with mean N400
mplitudes. Correlation analyses (Pearson’s r, one-tailed, Bonferroni-
orrected p-value for 2 tests, p < .025) yielded a significant negative
elationship between ITC at the word rate and mean N400 amplitudes9  r = − 0.604, p < .001, Fig. 8 b), whereas the correlation between WLI and
ean N400 responses did not reach significance ( r = − 0.050, p = .396).
nterestingly, the statistical analyses of the stressed condition ( Fig. 7 )
id not reveal significant differences between structured and random
equences with respect to ITC at the word rate (F (1, 22) = 2.32, p = .142),
LI (F (1, 22) = 1.42, p = .246), ITC at the syllabic rate (F (1, 22) = 0.332,
 = .57) or SLI (F (1, 22) = 1.065, p = .313). 
.4.2. Neural synchronization as a function of exposure across blocks 
In a next complementary analysis, we examined whether there are
ynamic changes in neural synchronization at the syllable and word
ates across the blocks, and tested whether such neural modulations
ere differentially influenced by conditions and sequences. Accord-
ngly, dynamic changes in neural synchronization were quantified by
nalyzing ITC values at the word and syllable rates across the four
locks using separate univariate ANOVAs with the within-subject fac-
or “blocks ” for structured and random sequences of flat and stressed
peech. Analyses of the structured sequences of flat speech ( Fig. 9 ) re-
ealed main effects of “block ” for both ITC at the word (F (3, 87) = 4.656,
 = .005) and syllable rates (F (3, 87) = 6.795, p < .001), whereas in the
andom condition statistical analyses yielded significance only for ITC
t the syllable rate (syllable rate: F (3, 87) = 16.958, p < .001; word rate:
 (3, 87) = 2.156, p = .099). 
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Fig. 7. Single-subject data and violin plots with density distribution and mean for the flat (left, n = 30) and stressed (right, n = 23) conditions and structured (red 
and blue) and random (orange and green) sequences. a = ITC at the word rate, b = ITC at the syllable rate, c = word learning index (WLI), d = syllable learning index 






















































t  Post-hoc comparisons (one-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected p value for
 tests, p < .008) of the structured sequences of flat speech revealed
ncreased neural synchronization to the word rate from the first to the
hird and fourth blocks (block 1_3: t (29) = − 3.416, p = .001; block 1_4:
 (29) = − 2.754, p = .005). Furthermore, neural synchronization to the
yllabic rate increased from the first to the second, third and fourth
lock (block 1_2: t (29) = − 2.654, p = .006; block 1_3: t (29) = − 3.312,
 = .001; block 1_4: t (29) = − 3.62, p < .001). In a similar way, post-hoc
nalyses of the random sequences of flat speech revealed increased neu-
al synchronization to the syllabic rate in the second, third and fourth
lock compared to the first one (block 1_2: t (29) = − 6.113, p < .001;
lock 1_3: t (29) = − 5.823, p < .001; block 1_4: t (29) = − 5.177, p < .001).
ll other comparisons did not reach significance ( Table 4 ). Taken to-
ether, these results suggest that during flat speech neural oscillations
ynamically synchronized to the syllabic rate, whereas speech segmen-
ation based on statistical regularities was mediated by increased neural
ynchronization to both syllables and words across the four blocks. 
Based on the parallel dynamic changes we observed in terms of ITC
t the word rate and N400 amplitudes across the blocks of structured se-
uences of flat speech, we performed additional correlation analyses and
ssessed possible relationships between these two electrophysiological
arameters separately for each block. Correlation analyses (Pearson’s r,
ne-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected p value for 4 tests, p < .012, Fig. 8 c-
) consistently yielded significant negative relationships between ITC at
he word rate and N400 amplitudes in the first ( r = − 0.612, p < .001),
econd ( r = − 0.634, p < .001) and fourth ( r = − 0.482, p = .003) but not
n the third block ( r = − 0.359, p = .026). In a similar way, drawing on
he main effects of “block ” we revealed for ITC at the syllable rate and10 200 responses in both structured and random sequences of flat speech,
e correlated these neural markers across the four blocks (Pearson’s r,
ne-tailed, Bonferroni-corrected p value for 4 tests, p < .012). In struc-
ured sequences of flat speech, correlation analyses revealed a signif-
cant positive relationship between ITC at the syllabic rate and mean
200 amplitude in the fourth block (block 4: r = 0.677, p < .001; block
: r = 0.232, p = .109; block 2: r = 0.266, p = .078; block 3: r = 0.075,
 = .347, Fig. 10 a). Analyses of the random sequences of flat speech
ighlighted consistent positive relationships between ITC at the syllable
ate and mean P200 amplitude in the second, third and fourth block
block 2: r = 0.522, p = .002; block 3: r = 0.652, p < .001; block 4:
 = 0.534, p = .001; block 1: r = 0.034, p = .429, Fig. 10 b-d). 
Statistical analysis of the stressed condition ( Fig. 9 ) did not re-
eal significant effects of “block ” neither for structured (word rate:
 (3, 66) = 1.144, p = .338; syllable rate: F (3, 66) = 1.266, p = .293)
or for random (word rate: F (3, 66) = 0.298, p = .827; syllable rate:
 (3, 66) = 0.512, p = .675) sequences. Accordingly, these results might
uggest that in the presence of lexical stress cues ITC metrics were not
ensitive enough to uncover dynamic changes in neural synchronization
o syllables, whereas neural synchronization to the word rate possibly
eflected a phase-resetting mechanism induced by the lexical stress cues.
. Discussion 
In the present EEG study, we examined the neural computations gov-
rning speech segmentation based on statistical learning and prosodic
ootstrapping while participants learned new words embedded in con-
inuous speech streams. In the main ITC analyses ( n = 23), we directly
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Fig. 8. Correlation analyses for structured sequences of flat speech ( n = 30). a = Correlation between mean ITC at the syllable rate and word rate. b = Correlation 
between mean ITC at the word rate and mean N400 amplitude. c, d, e, f = Correlations between mean ITC at the word rate and mean N400 amplitude in the first 
(c), second (d), third (e) and fourth (f) block. n.s. = not significant after correction for multiple comparisons. 
Table 4 
Post-hoc comparisons of the significant main effects of “block ” in the complementary ITC analyses. ∗ 
Depicts significance after correction for multiple comparisons. 
Rate Condition Contrast Degrees of freedom t-value p-value 
Word Structured flat speech Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 − 2.440 0.010 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 − 3.416 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 2.754 0.005 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 0.748 0.230 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 0.189 0.425 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 1.003 0.162 
Syllable Structured flat speech Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 − 2.654 0.006 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 − 3.312 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 3.620 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 0.965 0.172 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 − 1.625 0.058 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 − 1.290 0.104 
Syllable Random flat speech Block 1 vs. Block 2 29 − 6.113 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 3 29 − 5.823 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 1 vs. Block 4 29 − 5.177 < 0.001 ∗ 
Block 2 vs. Block 3 29 − 1.749 0.045 
Block 2 vs. Block 4 29 − 0.493 0.313 
Block 3 vs. Block 4 29 1.206 0.119 
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Fig. 9. Single-subject data and violin plots with density distribution and mean for the four blocks. ITC at the word rate (a, b, c, d) and ITC at the syllable rate (e, f, 
g, h) are shown for the flat (a, c, e, g; n = 30) and stressed conditions (b, d, f, h; n = 23) as well as for structured (a, b, e, f) and random sequences (c, d, g, h). ∗ ∗ = p 












a  ompared the flat and stressed conditions using separate 2 × 2 × 4 (2
onditions, 2 sequences and 4 blocks) ANOVAs, and analyzed ITC at the
yllable rate and ITC at the word rate. This approach aimed at testing
1) whether neural synchronization to words and syllables likewise op-
rates under statistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping conditions.
oreover, we examined (2) whether syllable transition probability con-12 ributes to speech segmentation when lexical stress cues can be used
o directly extract word forms. Finally, we were also interested in (3)
hether speech segmentation and word learning are generally mediated
y a neural transition from syllabic rate to word rate, or whether the
wo time scales are concurrently tracked. For reasons of completeness
nd for the sake of comparability with previous studies ( Batterink and
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Fig. 10. Significant correlations between mean P200 amplitudes and ITC at the syllable rate in the flat condition ( n = 30). a = block 4 of structured sequences, 
































































i  aller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ), we also evaluated mean
200 and N400 amplitudes. Furthermore, to exploit the full range of
easured participants (flat condition n = 30, stressed condition n = 23),
e conducted complementary ITC analyses and assessed relationships
etween ERPs and ITC metrics. 
The results of the main analyses showed that ITC at the word rate was
1) generally higher in structured compared to random sequences (main
ffect of sequence), and that (2) this effect was more pronounced in the
at condition (condition x sequence interaction). Furthermore, some-
hat surprisingly, in the flat condition we revealed (3) a marginally
ignificant modulation of ITC at the word rate across the blocks (condi-
ion x block interaction), with higher ITC values in block 3 compared to
lock 1. Otherwise, the analysis of ITC at the syllable rate revealed (1)
enerally higher values in the flat compared to the stressed condition
main effect of condition). Moreover, (2) in both the flat and stressed
onditions ITC at the syllable rate increased across the blocks (main ef-
ect of block). However, as also confirmed by the complementary ITC
nalyses, (3) this effect was mainly restricted to the flat condition (con-
ition x block interaction). Interestingly, (4) we also noticed a marginal
sequence x block ” interaction effect that was related to increased ITC
alues at the syllabic rate in the third block of random compared to
tructured sequences, irrespective of condition. 
The evaluation of the P200 and N400 ERP components yielded re-
ults that were broadly compatible with the ITC metrics. In fact, in the
at condition, (1) P200 responses did not differ between structured and
andom sequences but generally increased across the blocks. Further-
ore, in the flat condition, (2) N400 responses were larger in structured
ompared to random sequences and dynamically changed across the
locks. Notably, in the flat condition we also revealed several relation-
hips between EEG metrics. In particular, (1) in structured sequences ITC
t the word rate correlated with N400 amplitudes, whereas (2) in ran-
om sequences ITC at the syllable rate correlated with P200 responses.
urthermore, in structured sequences of flat speech, we revealed (3) a13 ositive relationship between ITC at the syllabic rate and ITC at the
ord rate. 
.1. Main ITC analyses: neural synchronization to pertinent speech units 
The results of the main ITC analyses generally confirmed previous
ndings showing increased neural synchronization to the word rate in
tructured compared to random sequences ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 ,
019 ; Buiatti et al., 2009 ). Such a synchronization of neural oscillations
o words may constitute the neural basis of speech segmentation based
n statistical regularities and lexical stress cues. However, both the main
nd the complementary ITC results suggested that the neural tracking of
ords was particularly pronounced in the flat condition where prosodic
ues could not be used to segment speech and extract word forms. In
act, the main analysis of ITC at the word rate also yielded a significant
condition x sequence ” interaction effect, and post-hoc comparisons be-
ween structured and random sequences only reached significance in
he flat condition. However, this does not mean that in the stressed con-
ition there was no neural synchronization to words. In fact, as visible
n Fig. 4 and 5 , structured sequences of stressed speech were associ-
ted with a clear peak corresponding to the word rate. In this context,
t is important to mention that the main difference between structured
equences of flat and stressed speech is that in the latter case statisti-
al learning and prosodic bootstrapping interact. This implies that in
he stressed condition both transitional probabilities between adjacent
yllables and prosodic cues can be used to recognize word boundaries.
evertheless, since in the stressed condition ITC at the word rate did
ot markedly differ between structured and random sequences, results
ight suggest that neural synchronization at the word rate was induced
y the lexical stress cues, possibly through evoked activity or a phase-
esetting mechanism ( Zoefel et al., 2018 ). Otherwise, based on a previ-
us EEG study showing that pitch and final lengthening have to occur
n combination to trigger speech segmentation ( Holzgrefe-Lang et al.,

































































































































016 ), it is possible that the pitch manipulation we used was insuffi-
ient to trigger participants’ prosodic bootstrapping. 
The main ITC analysis performed on word rate metrics also revealed
 “condition x block ” interaction effect that was related to increased
TC values in block 3 compared to block 1 of the flat condition. Since
his effect was not differentially affected by structured and random se-
uences, and in random sequences word extraction was not possible,
uch a result is difficult to explain. Nevertheless, we might speculate
hat the increased ITC at the word rate we observed in the third com-
ared to the first block of the flat condition was possibly influenced by
uperimposed theta oscillations reflecting progressively increased selec-
ive attention to the auditory streams in order to optimize learning in
he flat compared to the stressed condition ( Clayton et al., 2015 ). 
The computation of ITC metrics at the syllable rate yielded clear
eaks in both structured and random sequences of flat and stressed
peech ( Fig. 4 ). Furthermore, ITC at the syllable rate was higher in the
at compared to the stressed condition ( Fig. 6 a), and in the flat con-
ition, ITC values increased from block 1 to blocks 2, 3 and 4. Since
uch a modulation across the blocks of the stressed condition did not
each significance in the post-hoc analyses, our results suggest that in
he presence of lexical stress cues syllabic information is constantly
racked without the need to recruit additional neural resources over
ime. 
In contrast to the results of Buiatti and colleagues ( Buiatti et al.,
009 ) as well as of Batterink and co-workers ( Batterink and
aller, 2017 ), our data did not support the idea of a neural suppres-
ion or a linear decrease in ITC at the syllabic rate in structured se-
uences of flat speech. Given that we noticed an increase in ITC at the
yllable rate across the blocks, our results rather suggest that during
tatistical learning syllables and words are concurrently tracked. Such
 parallel synchronization to basic speech elements and learned higher-
rder word units would be in agreement with the assumption that sin-
le words can only be recognized based on transitional probabilities
etween adjacent syllables ( Saffran et al., 1996a , 1996b ) or chunk of
yllables ( Perruchet et al., 2014 ; Perruchet and Vinter, 1998 ). Further-
ore, it is noteworthy to mention that several studies have shown that
egularities in the envelope of the acoustic signal correlate with syllabic
nformation ( Giraud and Poeppel, 2012 ; Myers et al., 2019 ; Poeppel and
ssaneo, 2020 ), and that syllables can even be tracked if speech is unat-
ended or unintelligible ( Howard and Poeppel, 2010 ). Drawing on this
ackground, the linear increase in neural synchronization to syllables
e noticed in the flat condition across the blocks might suggest an ad-
itional recruitment of top-down resources to optimize learning. In par-
icular, based on previous work showing that selective attention leads
o more robust neural synchronization to acoustic features ( Obleser and
ayser, 2019a ), the increased ITC at the syllabic rate we revealed across
he blocks of the flat condition leads to suggest that the participants fo-
used more attention on the syllables to further ameliorate word learn-
ng performance. 
The argument that syllables and words are concurrently tracked has
reviously already been proposed by other authors in the context of
entence processing ( Ding et al., 2017 ; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012 ), and
ould also explain the significant positive relationship we revealed be-
ween ITC at the syllabic rate and ITC at the word rate in structured
equences of flat speech ( Fig. 8 a). Such a perspective would also be in
ine with previous work showing that speech segmentation is facilitated
hen multiple cues are available in one or even more sensory modali-
ies ( Altmann, 2002 ; Cunillera et al., 2010 ). Interestingly, in structured
equences of flat speech we also revealed negative correlations between
TC at the word rate and mean N400 amplitudes ( Fig. 8 b-f). Since the
400 component oscillates in the range of the delta (1–2 Hz) frequency
 Cunillera et al., 2006 ) which roughly corresponds to the word rate
1.43 Hz), we may speculate that single-trial N400 responses were re-
ected in the ITC spectra. Nevertheless, further methodological studies
re needed to clarify the direction of interaction between ITCs and ERPs
 Van Diepen et al., 2019 ; Zoefel et al., 2018 ). 
w  
14 Finally, it is important to mention that a dynamic increase in neu-
al synchronization to the syllabic rate was also observed in random
equences of flat speech. This perspective is compatible with previ-
us work showing that syllabic information correlates with regulari-
ies in the envelope of the acoustic signal ( Giraud and Poeppel, 2012 ;
yers et al., 2019 ; Poeppel and Assaneo, 2020 ), and substantiates the
onclusion that neural synchronization to syllabic units constitutes an
ntrinsic neural principle underlying speech processing ( Giraud and
oeppel, 2012 ; Hyafil et al., 2015 ; Makov et al., 2017 ; Pefkou et al.,
017 ). Somewhat surprisingly, the main analysis of ITC at the syllable
ate also led to a “sequence x block ” interaction effect that originated
rom increased ITC values in block 3 of random compared to structured
equences. Even though this result was unexpected and is difficult to ex-
lain, it might possibly reflect a reorientation of attention ( Obleser and
ayser, 2019b ) toward syllables to try to capture statistical regularities
nd extract word forms, even if learning was not possible in random
equences. 
.2. Additional insights from the complementary ITC analyses: neural 
ynchronization as a function of exposure across blocks 
Since the results of the main and complementary ITC analyses were
roadly similar, in the present section we will only discuss some di-
ergent findings that have not yet been addressed. A main result of the
omplementary ITC analyses of structured and random sequences across
he four blocks was that we only revealed dynamic changes in neural
ynchronization in the flat speech condition. In particular, in structured
treams ITC at the word and syllabic rate conjointly increased across
locks, whereas in random sequences ITC only increased at the syllable
ate. In contrast, in the stressed condition ITC at the syllable and word
ate did not linearly increase across the four blocks neither in structured
or in random sequences. 
The increased neural synchronization to word units we revealed in
he third and fourth blocks of structured sequences of flat speech is in
ine with previous results of Batterink and colleagues ( Batterink and
aller, 2017 ) showing a linear increase in ITC across three blocks of
pproximately four minutes each. Recently, also Henin and co-workers
 Henin et al., 2019 ) who collected intracranial recordings in 23 patients
ound that phase coherence at the word rate emerged after only about
our minutes of exposure. Furthermore, in accordance with previous
tudies showing a contribution of the left dorsal stream to speech seg-
entation based on statistical regularities ( Cunillera et al., 2009 ; Lopez-
arroso et al., 2013 ), Henin and colleagues demonstrated that neural
ynchronization to word units was particularly pronounced in two clus-
er of electrodes located over the supratemporal plane and the inferior
rontal gyrus ( Henin et al., 2019 ). The rapid neural synchronization we
bserved at the word rate is also compatible with a previous ERP study
f Cunillera and colleagues ( Cunillera et al., 2009 ), who compared struc-
ured and random sequences and found N400 manifestations as early as
n the second block. 
Most importantly, no previous studies have examined neural syn-
hronization mechanisms at the intersection between statistical learning
nd prosodic bootstrapping in comparison to a pure statistical learn-
ng condition. Therefore, our study provides important insights into the
nfluence of stress cues on ITC sensitivities and dynamics. Thereby, it
s noteworthy to mention that we did not find any evidence for a dy-
amic increase in neural synchronization at the word rate across the
our blocks in structured sequences of stressed speech. Therefore, our
ata suggest that lexical stress cues induced evoked activity or even a
rial-by-trial phase-resetting of neural oscillations at the word rate with-
ut further spectrum for dynamic changes over time ( Zoefel et al., 2018 ).
.3. Statistical learning vs. prosodic bootstrapping, what makes the 
ifference? Some additional theoretical considerations 
Our results revealed distinct neural synchronization to syllables and
ords while the participants segmented speech and learned new words






























































































































I  ased on statistical learning and prosodic bootstrapping. Although we
lready discussed the mechanisms that might be at the basis of the
bserved effects, some other theoretical considerations have to be dis-
ussed. First, it is important to remark that the data were collected in
arcelona and that in the Spanish and Catalan languages not the first but
ather the penultimate and the final syllable are stressed. Therefore, it is
ossible that the lexical stress cues did not influence ITC at the word rate
s expected because the prosodic manipulation was unusual for the par-
icipants. This argument would also be in line with the behavioral data
howing that the mean hit rate in the 2AFC task was lower in the stressed
ompared to the flat condition. The view that native prosody influences
he segmentation of artificial speech has, for example, been shown in
merican ( Saffran et al., 1996b ) and Swiss French ( Bagou et al., 2002 )
dults. 
Several year ago, Shukla and colleagues ( Shukla et al., 2007 ) per-
ormed a series of behavioral experiments to investigate the interac-
ion between statistical and prosodic cues to extract words from speech
treams. In this context, the authors proposed that statistical learn-
ng and prosodic bootstrapping are processed independently, and that
rosodic cues can block the computations of statistical regularities that
pan prosodic boundaries by filtering them. Even though in our experi-
ent we did not analyze statistical regularities across prosodic bound-
ries, we may speculate whether the filtering mechanisms proposed by
hukla and colleagues might also explain that we did not find strong ar-
uments for dynamic changes in ITC at the syllable rate across blocks in
he stressed condition. Nevertheless, further empirical data are needed
o validate this theoretical model under different listening conditions. 
.4. P200 component 
For reasons of consistency and comparability with other studies,
RP analyses were restricted to two specific components that have
een shown to be sensitive to speech segmentation based on statisti-
al regularities and prosodic cues ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ;
unillera et al., 2006 ). With this purpose in mind, we focused on the
200 and N400 components, and separately evaluated mean amplitudes
cross the four blocks of the flat and stressed conditions. In line with
revious work ( Cunillera et al., 2006 ), structured sequences of stressed
peech elicited larger P200 responses than random sequences, whereas
 comparable P200 modulation was not observed in the flat condition.
owever, P200 analyses also documented new findings that might be
articularly interesting for a better understanding of the relationships
etween ERPs and ITCs. In particular, we noticed that P200 amplitudes
onjointly increased with ITC at the syllabic rate over time in structured
nd random sequences of flat speech. In contrast, in the stressed condi-
ion this was not the case and P200 amplitudes generally decreased in
he last two blocks compared to the first one. 
In the context of an EEG study carried out on a subgroup of par-
icipants also included in the present work, Cunillera and colleagues
 Cunillera et al., 2006 ) identified the P200 component as a distinc-
ive electrophysiological marker of speech segmentation in structured
tressed sequences. As revised in the introduction, P200 modulations
n the context of speech segmentation tasks are usually associated with
eural sources in primary and secondary auditory regions. Hence, in-
reased P200 amplitudes are thought to reflect the detection of relevant
rosodic cues that might direct attention toward word boundaries and
acilitate the extraction of word forms during learning ( Cunillera et al.,
006 ; de Diego-Balaguer et al., 2015 ; De Diego Balaguer et al., 2007 ;
rancois and Schon, 2011 ; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2009 ). This per-
pective is also compatible with previous EEG studies showing that
he P200 component is modulated by auditory attention ( Rif et al.,
991 ; Rosburg et al., 2009 ) and sensitive to pitch ( Shahin et al.,
003b ; Trainor et al., 2003 ) and prosody ( Paulmann and Kotz, 2008 ;
inheiro et al., 2015 ). Nevertheless, it is important to mention that in
he flat condition P200 responses and ITC at the syllabic rate conjointly
ncreased across the four blocks ( Fig. 3 and 6 ), and ITC at the syllable15 ate correlated with mean P200 amplitudes ( Fig. 10 ) in both structured
block 4) and random sequences (blocks 2, 3 and 4). Such a compli-
nce of ITCs and ERPs is particularly interesting for two reasons. First,
ecause it introduces the idea that both EEG parameters are anchored
n a common neural mechanism, and second, because it confirms pre-
ious ideas that the attentive tracking of syllabic units over time is re-
ated to P200 manifestations. However, since in the stressed condition
 similar progression was not visible and P200 amplitudes generally
ecreased in the last two blocks compared to the first one, we might
peculate that the presence of additional prosodic cues induced neural
daptation in the auditory cortex as reflected by lower P200 amplitudes
 Grill-Spector et al., 2006 ; Hyde et al., 2008 ). 
.5. N400 component 
The results of the flat condition replicated previous EEG findings
howing increased N400 amplitudes in structured compared to random
equences ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 ,
006 ). Furthermore, as previously already reported by Cunillera and
olleagues ( Cunillera et al., 2009 ), the N400 component was charac-
erized by a U-shaped response pattern with smallest amplitudes in the
ast block. The fast emergence and configuration of the N400 compo-
ent in the first three blocks of structured sequences is interpreted as a
arker of speech segmentation reflecting the codification and strength-
ning of episodic memory traces for linguistic representations or novel
ords ( Batterink and Paller, 2017 , 2019 ; Cunillera et al., 2009 , 2006 ).
his argument is reinforced by the significant correlations we observed
etween mean N400 amplitudes and ITC at the word rate ( Fig. 8 ). Other-
ise, the intrinsic meaning of decreased N400 amplitudes in the fourth
lock is somewhat unclear. In fact, reduced N400 amplitudes have pre-
iously been associated with an optimized access to verbal memory as
 function of learning ( Kutas and Hillyard, 1980 ; Vanpetten and Ku-
as, 1990 ). Nevertheless, based on our ERP and ITC data it is necessary
o envisage an alternative interpretation. Notably, as visible in Fig. 4 c, in
tructured sequences neural synchronization to the syllable rate signifi-
antly increased after the first block, and in the fourth block it reached
lmost the same level as that of random sequences. Furthermore, by
ubtracting neural synchronization to the syllable rate in random se-
uences from structured sequences ( Fig. 3 a), we obtained a U-shaped
unction that roughly coincides with the time course of the N400 com-
onent ( Fig. 3 b). However, this was not the case in the stressed condition
 Fig. 3 c). This observation is rooted in the notion that the reduced N400
mplitude we revealed in the fourth block might be somehow related to
ncreased syllabic tracking. This argument is not only supported by the
ositive correlation we revealed between ITC at the syllable rate and
200 amplitudes in the fourth block of structured sentences, but also by
he steady increase of both parameters over time. A possible explanation
ight be that learning based on statistical principles follows a logarith-
ic function ( Mirman et al., 2008 ), where the increment of learning is
he strongest at the beginning and saturates with deliberate practice.
ence, we speculate that a change in attentional focus from words to
yllables in the last block might constitute a strategy to further improve
earning. 
onclusions 
In the present EEG study, we examined neural synchronization to
yllables and words during speech segmentation based on statistical in-
ormation and lexical stress cues. Results demonstrated concurrent neu-
al synchronization to pertinent speech units in both experimental con-
itions. However, neural synchronization to words in structured com-
ared to random sequences was more pronounced in the flat condition.
therwise, the tracking of syllabic information was increased in the flat
ompared to the stressed condition, and a dynamic increase in ITC at the
yllable rate was only observed across the blocks of the flat condition.
mportantly, we also revealed robust correlations between ITC indexes

































































































L  nd ERP components (P200/N400) that have previously been associated
ith speech segmentation. Taken together, our results corroborate the
xistence of different computational principles governing neural syn-
hronization to pertinent linguistic units during statistical learning with
nd without concurrent prosodic cues. 
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